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Honor Code Dropped By Faculty
By Bruce Si1verstei
The Beaver College Honor
Code was changed this week
by majority vote of the
faculty present at Tuesdays
faculty meeting In addition to
the changes of the procedures
the name Honor Code has
been dropped in favor of
title which the faculty felt to
be more appropriate The
Code of Academic Respon
sib ii ity
The change according to
Gale Digiorgio is in responce
to large number of student
complaints which reached her
attention over the last few
years The complaintants
alleged that many students
were cheating on exams but
nobody was turning anybody
in One of the most used
reasons for not turning others
in beside for their being
friends was that it is one per
sons word against anothers at
Judicial Board and the per
son accused would end up
with the upper hand
Digiorgio brought the com
plaints to the Student Affairs
Committee SAC who com
posed list of suggested





cercises for the Beaver
College Class of 81 will be
held on the soccer field on
Friday May 29 As is
customary for com
mencement the school has
made arrangements for
commencement speaker and
honorary degree recipients to
appear at the exercises
The commencement
speaker at this years ex
cercises will be Dr Ernest
Boyer President of the Car
negie Foundation for theM
Continued on page
By Bruce Silverstein
The annual S.G.O awards
dinner was held last Wed
nesday night in the Mirror
Room of the Castle The pur
pose of the dinner was to
honor the students and faculty
members who contributed
their services in aiding super
vising or running the many
clubs and organizations on
Beaver College campus and to
officially transfer the powers
of S.G.O and class leadership
positions to the newly elected
officers
The dinner started with
reception in the Rose Room
followed by the actual meal in
the Mirror Room During the
meal which consisted of fruit
cocktail salad bacon stuffed
then submitted to the Faculty
Council who then composed
their own list of revisions It is
the revisions It is the revisions
of the Faculty Council which
were approved on Tuesday
One of the major changes in
procedure includes the fact
that the faculty member is
now permitted to remain in
the room during an exam
And as result of the faculty
member being allowed to
remain in the room the
students are no longer respon
sible other than through
The editorial staff of the
BEAVER NEWS announced
today that there is
possibility that newspaper will
have to declare bankruptcy
before the end of the 1981-82
school year
Thus far the current
editorial board has been
responsible for four issues of
the BEAVER NEWS Those
four issues have cost the paper
approximately $2000 and
prices are projected to rise in
the coming year The current
budget for 1981-82 consists of
$8500 This is enough money
for twenty-eight four page
issues at $375 each current
rate However the editorial
board has expressed the
desire to expand the format of
the paper to include six to
eight pages per week If this
change is initiated the paper
will run short of funds at or
about the beginning of the
spring semester
As it currently stands the
editors are faced with
necessary decision should
they implement their plans to
increase the size of the paper
and gamble on where the
money will come from or
should they put out four
page issue until they can raise
the additional funds to cx-
capon and rice and assorted
vegetables more than one
student was heard to question
the origin of the food stating
It couldnt be from the
cafateria
After the meal Michelle
Dock the outgoing S.G.O
president offically opened the
ceremonies by introducing her
vice president Cindy Burgess
Burgess welcomed everyone
to the awards presentations
and proceeded to distribute
the accolades to the various
clubs advisors The
recipients of the awards were
Mary Alice Achcet R.H.C
Nora Malily Society of
Medical Technologists and
Related Sciences Dr Haz
zard Gargoyle Dr Wolff
possible personal convictions
for the turning in of anyone
seen cheating
By invoking these changes
the faculty has taken upon it
self the responsibility of proc
toring their classes However
as pointed out by Dr Cur
chak students are still given
the opportunity to turn in
possible violators The new
code provides for three
possible methods of turning in
violators being discovered by
the faculty member being




stated his view of the matter
It seems to make sense to
keep the paper at four pages
week until funds can be
allocated however the
allocation of additional funds
will have to come in one or
more of four possibile
methods and keeping the
paper at four pages week
would eliminate three of them
As for the remaining method
it is my opinion that it is
method for which neither the
writing staff nor editorial
board should be responsible
he explained in an exclusive
interview to the BEAVER
NEWS
When asked what the four
possible methods were he
identified them as increased
advertising outside donations
money from Budgetary and
traditional fund-raising ac
tivities such as raffles or some
type of merchandise sales
When asked how the first
three of these methods would
be eliminated by continuing
the four page paper Silver-
stein replied To receive
money from Budgetary
demonstrated need for the
Continued on page

















Holtons Habilale Page 10
or by turning ones self in
When anything is altered
there are three possible con
sequences which can follow




Bobby Sands the jailed
Irish activist reached the 63rd
day of his hunger strike
Rioting was expected to erupt
when he died Margaret That
cheg has consistently refused
political prisoner status for
Sands The British Prime
minister views the hunger
strike as futile act
Harrison Pete Williams
the New Jersey Senator
who is Democrat is conviced
at his ABSCAM trial The
jury deliberated for more than
72 hours Williams is the only
Senator involved in the
F.B.l.s ABSCAM sting
operation He will appeal
Williams claims his on
nocence
May
Bobby Sands is on the 64th
day of his hunger strike He is





possedly has enough votes to
pass his nearly
700 billion
dollar austerity budget as
many southern and Mid
western conservative
Democrats will allegedly
defect in the Democratic con
trolled House to the
digress or things can remain
the same Although no faculty
members have expressed the
opinion that the new code will
Continued on page
Presidents plan away from
the Democratic plan which
features slightly lowered
deficit and lower defense
budget then Mr Reagans
May 3rd
Bobby Sands slips into
coma He is on the 64th day of
his hunger strike His death is
urged by major Catholic
leader to be only symbol
and has for no violence with
other clerical leaders The
news media gets some of the
blame with the British for
stirring up stories of im
pending riots on arrival of
Sands expected death British
refuse negotiation for his and
other leaders demands for
political prisoner status which
would allow added rights to
I.R.A prisoners
The U.S Senate prepares
ethics ethics committee
hearings on Senator Harrison
Williams There is good
chance he could be expelled
form the Senate as has hap
pened to Congressmen con
victed in ABSCAM
march on Washington to
protest among other things
U.S presence in the nation of
El Salvador draws many
thousands of people Also
protested was Pentagon
budget and job cuts
Week In Review
Beaver News Projects Bankruptcy
Continued on page
Annual S.G.O Awards Dinner
IRA acthbt Bobby Sands died Monday night
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The BEAVER NEWS
wishes to apologize to Mr
Richard Emerson Direc
tot of Computer Services and
his staff for the headline
which appeared on the front
page of last weeks BEAVER
NEWS Theheadline should
have referred to the
Psychology Department and
not the Computer Center We
will be more careful in the
future
EDITORIAL
On Monday of this week the
treasirer of the school Mr
William James presented
F.E.A.S.T wh check for
fifty dollars on behalf of
Bearer College This money
was not given as remit of
caIcidiig the co of meals
skipped by people par-
ticipating in the Fast for
F.E.A.S.T days According to
Mr James the flgtre was
totally arbMrary When asked
why the meal-skipping plan
was not used Mr James
replied We didnt want to
set precident This wamt
the f1 time students have
come wh an idea similar
to tliLs we hadnt done in
the pa Everyone gets on the
bandwagon to do the same
thing for different cames
Mr James answers directly
contradict the facts that mem
hers of F.E.A.S.T have led
the Beaver College Corn-
muny to believe Members of
the F.E.A.S.T central corn-
mittee have told people that
the money not spent on their
meals would be donated to
F.E.A.S.T In fact these cen
tral commktee had known that
the money might not be
donated for their fasling
days in advance of the fist
Fast for F.E.A.S.T dab- yet
they continued to tell poten
tial fasters that the money
would be donated
it Is the opinion of the
Beaver Ne Editorial Board
that this was delerate con-
cealment and possible
mmepresentation of the facts
perpetrated ion the fasters
It is ow opinion that an ex
planation LS in order
Ed Note Became there
will not be anotherissue fo the
Beaver Ne ths year the
Edoria1 Board willing to
nmke FEASTs reply kiowa





Class for the fall 1981
semester will begin at 400 pm
on Tuesday September and
conclude at 1040 pm on
Tuesday December 15
Reading days are scheduled
for Wednesday December 16
and Sunday December 20
The final exams will be ad-
ministered on Thursday
December 17 through Satur
day December 19 and Mon
day and Tuesday December
21 and 22
Thanksgiving break will be
Thursday to Sunday Novem
ber 26-29
Note Wednesday evening
classes 4-1040 pm will meet
as scheduled on Wed Dec
16 and final exams for these
classes will be held on Fri
Dec 18 at the regular class
hours
Letters to the Editor
To the Editor
In recent issue of the Beaver News letter to the
editor signed by six students commented on the fund-
raising drive for victims of famine in East Africa The
letter expressed sentiments which would have been more
appropriate for 19th century factory owners than for 20th
century American college students ones own happiness
is the ultimate aim of life and why worry about others if
we did not directly cause their plight The real
implications of such position are not pleasant to
contemplate never mind Hitlers destruction of the Jews
We didnt have hand in it So people are being tortured
by the police in Brazil or the Philippines lts not us doing
it Why worry about the poor the physically handicapped
the mentally ill the person burdened by recent family
tragedy Dont let anybody get you on guilt trip Think of
yourself
If these are truly the sentiments of our students here
and seriously doubt it then the faculty have much to
worry about We as teachers must clearly be numbered
among those who have failed to expose our students to
some of the most enduring concepts in the ethical
heritage of our past We all do share responsibility for the
human condition To quote John Donne who wrote 400
years ago am involved in all mankind Every mans
death diminishes me
Norman Johnston
Letter to tile Editor
It is quite apparent to anyone who is familiar with the
social circles at Beaver that the signatures appearing
under last weeks letter were close friends of Mr Burdan
however would like to ask the five of you question Can
you tell me in all seriousness if you really found the
comment concerning Andys grooming habits such
severely insulting attack or is it just your feelings of
solidarity and loyalty to your friend Try to abandon your
personal prejudices and your allegiance to Andy and think
about it As far as vendettas it IS true Andy testified
against me but if you feel that me telling Andy to comb
his hair was my way of evening the score of two months
ago you are seriously mistaken But what really intrigues
me about the five of you who were so bold to sign the
letter is that if you all feel so strongly to the degree of
making your views public against me why have you never
said word to me and yet so decepfully pretend to be my
friends
So let me tell you something Miss Margot since you
wrote the letter just because you have convinced five
people to support your claim it was personal attack may
make you feel very powerful but still does not negate the
fact of Andys hypocrisy Furthermore Margot going as far
as saying the newspaper should learn how to edit makes
me wonder when did you receive your Degree in
Journalism Why dont you divorce yourself from your
emotion fr just minute and ask yourselves honestly Was
his letter really in all fairness Was he really
accomplishing anything
But moreover than all of the following for you to speak
on behalf of the entire college by saying we believe it is
the general opinion of the Beaver College community is
worthless unfounded misrepresentation However am
glad for you revealing yourself it is surprising to see how




In reference to Julie Chengs letter of May 1981
concerning students response to the F.E.A.S.T program
feel many points commented on were misconstued or
misunderstood
These students John Holton and associates are not
Pretending to concern themselves with the hunger and
happiness of the members of F.E.A.S.T They are
concerning themselves with the manner in which
F.E.A.S.T was handled The sole happiness with which
they concern themselves is the happiness that comes
with doing something with the person himself feels is the
right thing and not what he is coerced into feelings right
thing whether this coercion is conscious or
subconscious
There is no doubt in my own mind that many of the
persons who were active in F.E.A.S.T were people who
care about the needs and sadness of others but in the
same vein if others cared they would have also involved
themselves There would have been absolutely no need
for the to some people diturbing visual aids exhibited
outside the cafeteria at mealtimes feel that these
goings-on were almost deliberate manipulation of
peoples awareness of and sensitivity to the said
situation also feel that to an extent these exhibitions
trivialized and to an extent mocked your own cause
evident in the various con-F.E.A.S.T reactions you
received
You state in your letter that people involved with
F.E.A.S.T are people of heart and passion This may
well be true However taken within context you also
imply whether you realize it or not the persons who
spoke out against F.E.A.S.T are not People of passion
think the fact that John Holton and his co-signers have
exhibited both the courage and the conviction to speak
out vividly illustrates that they are also people of
passion Passion Miss Cheng simply means feeling
strongly about particular issue or belief It is quite
evident that these people feel as strongly opposed to your
methods and stress methods of consciousness raising
as you feel strongly for them
In response to your post script there is not an
inherent need to have feeling for situation assume
from the context of your letter that feeling means
agreeing and acting with F.E.A.S.T to be able to make
your own personal right decision You also dont need
this feeling to realize that someone is manipulating and
unintentionally hope insulting your sense of conviction
and your intelligence as an adult
Yes the manner in which F.E.A.S.T was handled and
again am referring to the on goings outside the
cafeteria was absolutely insulting to thinking conscious
young people at the college level Fear and guilt are two
of the lowest forms of motivation Miss Cheng
Next time you decide to support group with such
passion and feeling ask yourself about the morality
of the endeavor for both sides and how much feeling
you have about others who have to be subjected to your
methods for attaining your goal
Theresa Petosa
Editorial Staff B.N
On Tuesday night the members of the Beaver College
faculty decided by majority to make several changes in
the present Honor Code not the least of which was
abolishing it Not only was the name of the Honor Code
changed the entire concept behind student honor code
was destroyed The Code of Academic Responsibility
as the Honor Code is now referred to greatly affects the
students on this campus What the faculty has decided to
do Is to take academic responsibility from the students
and place it in their own hands One of the factors which
prompted the faculty to act upon the Honor Code was
number of student allegations that people were cheating
and not being reported How can this be substantiated
unless they the complaintants had either cheated
witnessed others cheating or had been told by others of
incidents of unreported cheating Under the Honor Code
system at the time of the complaints each of the three
possible aforementioned methods of substantiating their
reports of violations fell under the heading of
PROSECUTABLE offenses It is our opinion that these
complaints should not have been considered as factual
evidence that the Honor Code was not working unless
those students either reported themselves the persons
seen cheating or persons admitting to having witnessed
cheating And if they have done so there would have
been no case against the Honor Code since it would be
working Members of the faculty have deemed we
students who are of age to serve in the military and vote
for elected officials irresponsible It is very unfair and
unfortunate for the Beaver College students to have their
integrity besmirched by heresay and by people who have




would like to take this opportunity to thank my
editorial staff for all of their help in the past four weeks
couldnt have done it without them B.S
May 1981Page
Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor
Concerning F.E.A.S.T lets see what God has to say
about the matter in several cases the Bible writes about
CHARITY To summarize Matthew 25 35-40 it informs us
that Jesus will sit on the throne and all the nations will sit
before Him Jesus tells the righteous that they inherited
the kingdom because they have given CHARITY Matt 25
35-46 states
For was an hungered and ye gave me meat was
thirsty and ye gave me drink was stranger and ye
took me in Naked and ye clothed me was sick and
ye visited me was in prison and ye came unto me
And the righteous asked When did we do thisAnd
the King said Verily say unto you as much as ye
have done it unto one of the least of these my brothern
ye have done it unto me
More so as humans with even slight level of morality
we should feel that with love comes charity For without
love there is no charity Corinthians 134 continues the
thought on this It states And though have the gift of
prophecy and understand all mysteries and all
knowledge and though have all faith so that could








believe Arie Cohens intention in writing letter
concerning your inane concerns with the alcohol policy
was to point out your egregous hypocrisy Suddenly you
seem to show great concern for the way in which the
alcohol policy is being followed by the various clubs on
campus Might it not be appropriate for you to investigate
the policies of the organizations which are under your
control For example it is the policy of S.P.B to allow
students under 21 who volunteer to work to be stamped
legal so that they in spite of the alcohol regulations can
easily obtain beer Moreover it is known that you have
promoted several keg parties over the past two semesters
As recall this is against the alcohol policy of this campus
Andy how soon and easily we forget our own
misdemeanors Surely if nothing else before you graduate
from Beaver College hope you will learn to understand




have never been so ashamed of my school as was last
Tuesday night The Beaver College Jewish Student Union
invited Rabbi Abel Respes leader of Black-Jewish
Community in New Jersey to come and speak to the
college community was humiliated at the poor turnout to
hear this distinguished speaker The president of the JSU
our advisor my husband and were the only ones who
showed up Imagine our embarassment when the rabbi
walked in with his four children and we discovered that
there were more speakers than people in the audience
cannot understand the total lack of interest in such an
interesting and unusual subject There are about 100
Jewish students at Beaver Where were they What
happened to the other members of the JSU Where were
the more than 100 Black students we have at school We
changed the date to Tuesday night because the Beaver
Blacks said that more of them show up Where were the
the faculty and students from the Sociology
Anthropology and Religion departments This afforded
them unique opportunity to learn about minority group
within minority group
Perhaps everyone found it more interesting to play
frisbee or lay on the lawn or stay home and watch T.V To
you say Just think about what kind of impression Rabbi




John West Nick Lasorsa and
Phyllis McNeth received
special thanks for their patient
understanding in handling
Michelle and Cindys various
complaints After accepting
his award Nick announced
Now that youre through
eating Ive got some Brioschi
in the back
Dr Gates swore in the new
class andS..G.O officers The
first to be sworn in were the
flew Senior Class officers
Nancy Maguire Cindy
Burgess Dana Zeidler and
Tony Giampetro After they
took their oaths Michelle
Dock wished them the be of
luck and jokingly told Nancy
hope Cindy is better vice
president for you Burgess
later gated Nancy hope
your just as good president
as Michelle followed by
Dont have class
short time later the
Junior class officers Denise
Beard Lauren Jobes Kathy
Lynaugh and Mathew
Leverone were sworn in
followed by the Sophomore
officers Nieca Helkey
Tammy Howie Ami Moore
and Tony DeMarco
Special awards were




Chris Palmer SPB Mindy
Heller NORML Stephen
Jones Security Council and
Sophomore Class Andrew
Burdan SPB and NOR ML
and Gail Digeorio for out-
standing service to S.G.O and
the student body Digeorgio
received standing ovation
The final order of business
and then proceeded to thank
Michelle for all ofher help in
the past year
When it was Michelles turn
to speak she stated that Cindy
had stolen her speech She
then assessed the past year
and thanked her officers for
their help and concluded with
advise to the new officers
The fmal speaker of the
evening was none other than
Cindy Burgess She wanted to
read passage to Michelle
which she felt was an ap
propriate close to their ad-
ministration Before she
could do so Dr Hazzard
commented If you have any
extra presents we can raffle
them off Burgess was star-
tIed but recovered to read
the passage and close the
ceremonies
notes recipients of
awards were Linda Matucci
Dennice Roberts Ami Lem
mons Debbie Wright Clara
Pugh Terry Moore Michelle
JohnstonChristy Hardin John
Holton Merton Minter P.J
Davis Anne Grecian Bruce
Silverstein Ellen Greenspan
Lisa Sloat Lisa Toma Edna
Chism Kathy Degan David








and the FELLOWSHIP OF
NATIONS will sponsor Cof
fee House on Friday evening
the 15th of May to celebrate
the last day ofclasses Here is
chance to relax before the
intense period of cramming
for finals begins En-
tertainment will be provided
ASEREHT
by jazz combo
The Coffee House will be
held in the Castle Chat and
hopefully the combo will per-
form on the castle terrace if
its nice warm summer
evening This is the kind of
event which will remain as
fond memory of college days
in the years to come
S.G.O Awards Dinner
was the transfer of power of
the S.G.O officers Cindy
Burgess and Herb Baily
thanked everyone for their
help in the past year and
Herb reminded the new
secretary Kieth Golman that
he should send out the
weekly Senate reminders and
dont get angry about any male
secretary jokes He then
presented Goldman with gift
to aid in his new job
although the gift was wrap-
ped it was the general con-
census that it was pen and
pencil set Cindy al had
words of wisdom for her
predecessor Lynold
McGhee She told him
Dont take Merton Minter
or John Holton seriously
Try to be as much help to
Judy Bines as possible And
have fun reading this book
The book was Roberts Rules
or Order Dr Gates then
swore in the new officers
Judy Bines Lynold McGhee
and Keith Goldman The
newly elected officers were
warned by Michelle Dock
that they will be sorry
Before the awards dinner
came to an end Dr Gates
presented the outgoing of-
ficers with gifts and returned
the floor to Herb and Cindy
Cindy once again thanked
everyone for their support
PE RSONALS
If anyone is interested in
starting Beaver College
radio station for the 1981-
1982 academic year please
contact Denetta Burnette in
Heinz 230 or at Extension
286
Arie
For unconscienable conic kid-




.Je te manquerai Tu esi le




Tu esi meilleur que italien
Ron voyage mes ami
Help Wanted
Coordinator of Summer and
Fall New Student Orientation
Responsibillies This person
will be responsible for coor
dinating
New Student Orientation










Have at least 2.5
cumulative average
Be available limited hours
NIay October





Be able to work as team
member








Dont bather with Sudanese
Bastard when youre ii hirry
Bosserl
Lusar
Good luck in all that you do
whereever you go Reach for the
rnars and above all else Be
Happy Always remember...Hey
lady can look yow bag
think Im gonna buy me
horse Its boy and Im in




Bon Voyage mon cher ami
Jespere que tu as Ia boone
chance pow toute ta vie Je
nedspieraIien auec toi




South of the Border is just
too hot for me
ART SUPLIES
BY SPUZ CRAFTS INC
Supplies and In.srueiion
Mon.-FrI 10-9 Sat 10-530 Sun 12-5
ioc Discount w/Student I.D
DRESHERTOWN PLAZA t1










veeknight shift plus two
veekend shifts Weeknight
hifts are 5-11 p.m Weekend
hits are JO a.m p.m and
11 p.m Good starting pay
teady increases Call 635-
1717 Mondays 9-5
MKT-
Say prayer for GCM
-DAB
R.S
turned My skin is not green and do
not have any warts Ind le all
Neil good tadpoles have grown iç
Please Dont let it go to your When will you
head Sincerely
Your Roommate The FROG
PageMay 1981 BEAVER NEWS
By Keith Bossed
In time when The Who
and The Rolling Stones are
putting out sub-par albums
this compilation of live recor
dings is welcome alternative
This two-record set combines
the best of classical rock
roll numbers and many
present new-wave songs
Most of the groups perform
favorably and some are purely
outstanding
This album came about
from four nights of concerts
designed to benefit the people
of Cambodia The per
formances were initiated by
Kurt Waldheim the
Secretariat of the United
Nations He contacted Paul
TLA at Tower
TLA forced to vacate its
ten year home on South
Street will reopen for the
summer at the Tower Theater
near 69th Market Streets in
Upper Darby The series will
be presented in two con
secutive nine-week programs
beginning Saturday May 16th
with special two week
engagement of Pail McCart
ney Wings ROCKSHOW
Following this run the film
series will run from Wed
nesday thru Sunday with
TLAs traditional repertory
program The program will
contain many double and
triple features of popular
American and foreign films as
many double and triple
features of popular American
and foreign films as well as
three area premieres Printed
schedules will be available at
many locations throughout the
city prior to the opening on
the 16th
ROCKSHOW is concert
film which has MCCartney
performing such Beatle
Favorites as Yesterday
Lady Madonna and Long
Winding Road Nick
Adde of the Waiiigton Star
called the film WON
DERFUL with unparalleled
special effects that include
bombs lasers hundreds of
multi-colored lights
TLA at the Tower will be
presented by Repertory
Cinema Inc new company
formed by five former TLA
employees Raymond
Murray Program Director
feels that the Tower Theatre
has considerable advantages
over the former TLA site
He said The 2800 seat
theatre has 65 screen and
new Dolby stereo sound
system In addition the
theatre is easily accessible by
public transportation and
there is plcnty of free
parking The Tower
Theatre which is owned by
Electric Factory Concerts
will continue its live concerts
on days when TLA is not using
the theatre
Admission for McCartneys
ROCKSHOW is $4.00 For
all other films general ad
mission is $3.50 students with
valid l.D $3.00 children and
senior citizens $1.00 Valid
TLA cards and discount
coupons will be honored
McCartney to see if the
Beatles would reunite for the
cause This could not be
arranged BUT McCartney
put the call out to other
British groups and great
amount of talent was amassed
These concerts occurred in
December of 1979
Poor representatives of
Queen The Clash and Elvis
Costello are the only recor
dings these groups have on the
records Queens song is an
audience participation num
ber Now Im Here It
seems out of place here and
fits better in Queens Live
Killers album where it is
The Clash have the morality
song Armigideon Time It
musically relates the suffering
of some of the worlds
peoples it also seems forced
into the album Elvis
Costellos The Imposter is
uninspired and unobtrusive
The outstanding moments of
the album are supplied by
Rockpile and Rockestra
By Carol MtheI
lot has happened in the
past week between doing 3-D
projects and worrying about
finals many of us have been
busy There have also been
further developments on
everyones favorite soap
Some of the best news is that
Joe passed his bar exam and
his surprise party was wild
bash
Now for the bad and the
not so bad news While
Heather is an out patient she
will be staying at KeHys Bar
so Rich can keep an eye on
her Ann will not be pleased
about that arrangement Alex
got big surprise when she
found out that Alan and Susan
are having an affair Alex
doesnt know though Alan is
going to Europe so he can stay
with Susan While both of
them are over there Susan
plans to have the baby
The auction still has not
occured but when it does Rick
has invited Leslie On the
topic of asking people out
Luke has asked Laura to go
out for dinner so they can
have their special night
together Luke may have some
problems in getting the Ice
Princess because Charlie Lutz
wants Emma to get it back
Will they ever have the auc
tion Will Laura and Luke
Rockpile has two songs
Crawling From the
Wreckage is fine rocker
but Little Sister with
Robert Plant doing vocals is
excellent Plants coy-
sounding singing counters the
driving beat supplied by
Rockpile Assembled
together in Rockestra for the
final three numbers were such
people as Robert Plant Paul
McCartney Pete Townsend
John Bonham Denny Lame
and Billy Bremer to name
few They play up to all ex
pectations especially on
Lucille
Other groups on the album
include The Who Preten
ders Ian Dury The
Blockheads The Specials and
Paul McCartney Wings
All these groups perform ad
mirably The album is
definitely worth the $12.98
plus tax price especially when
compared to the dismal alter
natives that record companies
are manufacturing today
ever have their special night
together And will Monica
ever find out that Alan and
Susan are going to be the
proud parents of illegitimate
child Those questions and
more will be answered next
September by me the Beaver
College specialist on GH
Heres little something ex
tra for General Hospital fans
Three GH specialists have
gotten together and decided
who in Beaver College mat
ches the characters on our
favorite soap
Luke Spencer Brett Martin
Laura Baldwin Lorraine
Heston
Rick Weber Yale Smith







Heather Weber Daryl Cam
piglia
Bobbi Spencer Ruth Heller
Susan Moore Anyone you
want to put in
Scotty John OConner
Ami Mara Litin







Here sit in the newsroom
ad mist our weekly chaotic
gathering To my left is none




very important duty Right
now he is sitting at his desk
picking his nose and while
Keith Bossert is playing with
his yo-yo Denetta and Tina
are scolding Bruce to use
tissue Bird just came storming
in to make sure that he didnt
use the same finger to dial the
phone because he had high
hopes of inheriting the
specialty piece and pleaded
with Bruce not to get it messy
The Three Musketeers not
the ones with swords have
just arrived As Larry Marcus
John Holton and Jamie
Jacobson entered no one
spoke could tell John and
Jamie were going to duel and
stood back They faced each
other took ten paces back
and drew their dictionaries
while the third crusader
Larry got nervous ate an
Oreo cookie and jumped out
the window Luckily no one
was injured in the incident ex
cept Theresa who happened to
be walking underneath Her
cranium received severe
contusion but she was still
able to pick out every spelling
error from her to Merriam
Webster Elsewhere Bruce
had finally cleared his nasal
passages and was arguing in
tensely with the entertainment
editor who the hell is that
about what is allowed in his
low ranking paper and how
he should learn to tie his
shoes Then all of sudden
the building shook Ap
parently student who drank
pea-corn-soda-cigarette
concoction had farted and
rocked the campus It was
Tanker and thats heavy ar
tillery The cafeteria tilted
not because of Mammu
which caused Karen the num
ber taker to drop the coin
box and lose count of patrons
And while Di Dania and
Monique were all holding
their noses everyone threw
peanuts at Margot The
massive eruption had caused
wide spread most pungent
$1000 grand prize will be
awarded in the Seventh An
nual Poetry Competition
sponsored by World of
Poetry quarterly newsletter
for poets
Poems of all styles and on
any subject are eligible to
compete for the grand prize
or for 99 other cash or mer
chandise awards totaling over
$10000.00
reeking malodorus armpit
stink P.U After Tank con
fessed Philadelphia press
man arrived to reveal its
measurement of 8.6 on the
Richter Scale and warned
Gov Thornburgh One more
of these and well all be
dead Everyone on campus
from Ruthy to Jacks Six Pack
was shaken up and even
caused Helmet who at the
time was in the room with
prostitute to run out on her
forgetting his Lacoste un
derwear
Elsewhere select group
of Beavers through Mary
Ellens special agent were
able to get seats in Heaven for
Phillies game We met St
Peter St Joseph and
Abraham Lincoln We were
all having great time
reminiscing until Lisas
smeaker was hurled at such
rocket velocity causing poor
old chap to break his right
and/or left wrist and although
he was ready to go to the
Supreme Court he gave the
shoe back to Lisa when he saw
how cute she was Then his
wife got jealous and broke his
ankles Lisa hasnt spoken to
the culprit yet but wait till she
reads this
Wait minute folks weve
just received news flash..
Doctor J.s alarm clock has
been stolen he suspects foul
play by his Deviant Behavior
class.. Lois has been gunned
down by group of terrorists
in the incident the little bird
suffered gun shot wound to
one claw and was immediately
rushed to the vet Mary Alice
has two suspects in
custody. .Apollo Bullet was
just seen in orbit on his way to
the moon.. Woodstock was
cancelled but still had tur
flout of 300 drunken spec
tators which Shea still sang
to as the crowd puzzled Is it
Patty or is it Memorex.. The
dining hall has added many
new items to the menu as
several neighborhood cats
have been reported
missing. .and the new benches
have already attracted many
bag ladies bums gypsies
wanderers and prostitutes
Next Issue Beaver Cards
travels to the foothills of
Southern Morocco to talk to
zygote
Says Contest Chairman
Joseph Mellon We are en
couraging poetic talent of
every kind and expect our
contest to produce exciting
discoveries
Rules and official entry
forms are available from the
World of Poetry 2431
Stockton Dept
Sacramento California 95817







A.M.S Approved 1981 Summer Teacher
Training Program in Phila PA Ithaca NY
CALL TOLL FREE 800-523-0814
PA CALL COLLECT 215-233-0141
AERCO Montessori
1400 Wiflow Grove Ave. Phila PA 19118
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Special Feature
Dr Dunham To Receive HonoraryDegree
By Bruce Silverstein
The U.S hc been built on
the concepts offreedo.n and
demoncracy The founding
fathers when they composed
the Declaration of In-
dependence and the Con-
stitution made this point
quite clear However in the
history of this countsy there
exists black marks upon
these concepts Slavery the
imprisonment of Americans
of Japanese descent during
WWII and the overall poor
treatment of many minority
groups stand out some of
the most noteworthy exam-
ples
Aside from the oremen
honed acts which have
serously challenged the
ideals of this country there
comes to mind the McCarthy
era It was during that par-
ticular time in U.S history
that many innocent citizens
were wijurtly treed and
os result oftheir treatment
suffered unnecessary hard-
ships To this date many of
these wronged people have
not received any corn-
pensation nor is it likely
that they will receive any
compensation in the frture
the behest ofthe Rearer
College faculty arrows
Dunham one of the many
innocent victims of the
McCarthy era will receive
an honorary degree at the
1981 commencement
ceremonies The degree will
be bestowed upon Dr
Dunham because of his
scholarly achievements his
defense of the principle of
academic freedom and his
own political ideals at great
personal cost to himself in
cluding the right to practice
his chosen profession and
his unique relationship to
Beaver College. The
following is his story
Barrows Dunham was born
in Mt Holly N.J in 1905 He
received his formal education
at Princeton University ear-
ning an AB AM and Ph.D
In 1926 Dunham began his
teaching career as an Assistant
Professor in English at
Franklin and Marshall
College He taught there for
years transferring to Tern-
pie University in 1937 At
Temple Dunham advanced
from Assistant Professor of
Philosophy in 1937 to Chair-
man of the department in
1942 He remained the Chair-
man of the philosophy depart-
ment until 1953 when he was
dismissed from Temple after
having refused to testify
before the House Un-
American Activities Commit-
tee HUAAC in that same
year In 1968-69 and 72-73
Dr Dunham was employed as
lecturer by Beaver College
where he tatht courses in
Contemporary Philosophy and
the Philosophy of Literature
He is currently employed by
Montgomery County
Community College where he
teaches various philosophy
courses
One would expect Barrows
Dunham to be vengeful
angry old man waiting patien
tly for the day he could get
back at society for what was
done to him But in actuality
he is quite the opposite
Dunham has taken all that has
happened to him and turned it
to his benefit If he is vengeful
or angry it would take
Sigmund Freud to discover it
Dunham describes his run
In with HUAAC in the same
manner as would be expected
from conquering general
describing battle where he
had defeated supposedly-
undefeatable foe There are
joy and pride in his words as
he recalls each and every
minute detail of the case in
cluding the description of the
two marshalls who served him
the subpeona He seems
especially proud of the
thought process which lies
behind his personal victory It
seems that one of HUAACs
main objectives aside from
ruining the lives of many
people was to get the person
who was testifying to reveal
names of hiher aociates so
that HUAAC could extend its
list of un-Americans Prior to
Dunhams appearance before
the committee many people
had tried various methods to
avoid testifying But they had
all done so in vain--eventually
being forced to testify or go to
prison for Contempt of
Congress Among the methods
which had already failed to
work were the citings of the
first and fifth amendments
The first amendment failed to
work because although it did
provide freedom of
association it did not provide
for its secrecy the fifth
amendment had failed
because although it did
provide that person can not
be forced to incriminate him-
self the court ruled that this
right was only in effect if the
person had not already
opened up the avenue toward
which the questions were
directed Dunham however
was not satisfied that the fifth
amendment could not be used
He recognized that it was ad-
ded to the Constitution
because it was needed by the
bourgeoise and it would
have to be recognized by the
courts if used properly The
problem existed What is the
proper use of the amendment
Dunham after reviewing the
courts decision in the prior
case came to the conclusion
that the fifth amendment
would protect him provided
he didnt open any avenues
Thus he decided that he
would only give them his
name residence and date and
place ofbirth all ofwhich are
public knowledge HUAAC
cited Dunham with Contempt
of Congress but he was
acquitted by U.S District
Court His defense was that
didnt have to answer any of
their
questions because any
questions that didnt have to
do with the subject were
irrelevant and any other
questions could incriminate
myself The only reason that
he gave them so much as his
name residence and the date
and place of birth he ex
plained was that the corn-
mittee was entitled to know
that the person before them
was the person they had
requested This technique
which Dunham originated
was used by many who
followed and came to be
known as the name rank
arid serial number technique
Thus Barrows Dunham had
escaped HUAAs grasp un
scratched but that was not the
end of his ordeal HUAACs
reach extended beyond legal
power and crept into the ad-
ministration of Temple
University In 1953 after
refusing to testil Dunham
was dismissed from Temple
The charges were in
tellectual arrogance and the
misuse ofthe fifth amendment
The latter charge was clearly
illegitimate because the
courts had ruled otherwise As
for the first charge Dunham
explains Intellectual
arrogance is nice term for
the fact that my personal
views were in disagreement
with those of the trustees
Dr Dunham expressed that
he has special feelings of af
fection for Beaver College
because it gave him his first
teaching job after being
dismissed from Temple When
asked to recall his Beaver
College days Dunham
related short story about
one of the effects of having
been away from teaching for
so long period When he was
professor of Temple he cx-
plained the major concern of
the students was changing
society This was the im
pression of students which gill
lingered in his mind when he
began teaching at Beaver
Then one Friday afternoon in
his Contemporary Philosophy
class whena large number of
students had decided they
would rather take an early
weekend than go to cla
Dunham decided he would
throw the subject matter for
that days discussion up to the
class As result of that
decision he learned that
todays student isnt con-
cerned so much in changing
society but is concerned with
being the best person he/she
can be in the socety which
exists This as he put it was
Honor Code
Continued from page
be less effective than that of
the past few have expressed
optomistic feelings either The
majority ofthose faculty mem
bers contacted revealed that
they felt the new code would
be no more or less effective
than the Honor Code Dr
Hazzard summed it thus If
the students were honorable
the Honor Code would work
and ifthey dont have highly
developed sense of honor
nothing will work
The Honor Code will
remain in effect through this
lesson the class taught me
Dunham was so impressed
from the discussion which took
place that afternoon that he
dedicated his book ETHICS
DEAD AND ALIVE to the
students who were present
He insists that the time will
come when the trend will
return to changing society but
for now he admires the
current feelings of the
students
Dr Barrows Dunham is
man to be respected He has
faced great adversity and
overcome it as Sir Edmund
1-lillary conquered Mt
Everest And on Friday May
29 he will be recognizàd for
his achievements
Dunham could have taken
Temple to court for his job
but he chose to take ad-
vantage of his dismissal The
very term that Temple had
used to dismiss him became his
brainchild He decided to do
bit of digging into history to
find how many others had
been dubbed arrogant In
1963 ten years after his
dismissal HEROES AND
HERETICS was published
The book was an examination
of the events surrounding the
lives of such noteables as
Socrates Jesus of Nazareth
Augustine Joan ofArc Henry
VIII Luther Calvin Coper
years finals and will be
replaced by the Code of
nicus Spinoza Hobbes Kant
Voltaire Darwin and Marx
Thus Dunham had taken his
situation which on the surface
appeared to be discouraging
and --to the surprise of many
including himself--turned it
to his benefit
In 1968 Dr Dunham had
been away from the teaching
profession for fifteen years
He had been busying himself





his upcoming ETHICS DEAD
AND ALIVE-197I and Icc-
tures when he received
phonecall from Dr Huang
then chairperson of the
Ueaver College Philosophy
Department Dr Huang
asked Dunham if he would
consider teaching at Beaver
As Dunham put it The last
thing was expecting was
call asking me to teach
didnt know what to say He
continued to explain that he
told Dr Huang that he would
ttave to get back to her he
had previously arranged
speaking engagements to con-
skier After telling his wife of
the phone call he recalls
she told me to grab it So




the start of the fall semester
/J
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By joining the Armyfor certain specialties you can now
get part of your college debt forgiven
Heres how it works
Ifyouve attended college on National Direct Student
Loan or Guaranteed Student Loan made after October
1975 and qualify the government can absolve you from
1/3 ofyour debt or $1500 whichever is greater for each
year you serve
Obviously three-year enlistment would eliminate
100% ofyour debt But ifyou want shorter tour ofduty you
can still receive 2/3 loan forgiveness with our two-year
enlistment Only the Armycan make this offer
Or you might consider serving in the
ArmyReserve Ifyou qualify as Re-
servist you can stay home get paid
for your active duty and receive
15% loan forgiveness or $500
whichever is greater for
each year of service
And ifyou ever want to go back to school your Army
enlistment will qualify you for thousands of dollars for ed
ucational assistance On top of that you might even qualify
for generous Armyeducational incentive And youll still
receive loan forgiveness
So ifyour dream is to go to grad school todays Army
can help you get out of debt and into grad school in just
few years
Of course with your education you can probably
qualify to start at higher rank and pay grade And later
there may be opportunities for promotion
Remember only the Armycan offer you such corn-
prehensive benefitsfor such brief enlistment
To find out how you can serve your
country as you serve yourself in just
two years call 800-42 1-4422 In
California 800-252-001 Alaska
and Hawaii 800-423-2244 Ask
for the name of the Armys
college representative
nearest you
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May 4th
Sands dies at 917 P.M
Philadelphia time Clm is
urged Some rioting among
the youth flares up especially
young teenagers
Continued fron page
College of Art for twenty-two
years and currator of that
school for thirty years She
has received an Honorary
Doctor of Fine Arts degree
from the Moore College of
Art and is member of the
Board of Fashion Group of
Philadelphia the Board of
Costume and Textile Com
mittee of the Philadelphia
Museum of Art Director of
the Costume Society of
America and member of the
Board of Managers of The
Philadelphia Style 200 for
the bicentennial Well known
in the field of fashion Mrs
McGarvey has numerous
publications to her credit and
has appeared on many
programs for television and
radio She has been respon
sible for number of out
standing exhibitions at the





Gallery to mention few She
is also noted for her lectures
on costumes and fashion
shows
While curator at the
Philadelphia Art Museum she
gave special lecture tours of
the costume wing and storage
rooms of the fashion depart
ment for schools colleges and
universities and womens




Mr Geiger is Chairman of
the Board of Geiger Brothers
Editor and Co-Publisher of
the American Farm and
Home Almanac and editor of
the well known Farmers
Alamanac which has cir
culation close to six million
copies year distributed by
sponsors in all parts of the
United States and Canada He
graduated from Notre Dame
dilemma in the Middle East
the demand by Israel that
missiles placed there in
Lebanon as Surface to Air
Missiles be withdrawn The
missiles were placed there by
Syria and could pose
problem for Israeli jets
striking at the Palestinean
strongholds fighting against
Israeli backed Christians and
Israelis near the border of the
two nations Diplomats fear
new Middle East War if the
problem is not resolved in
peaceful way Egypt is in the
middle
University magna cum laude
as philosophy major and is
involved with the
Advertising
Club of New York the
National Press Club in







Maine and is Dean of
Almanac editors
Dr William Rusch is
executive of the Synod of the
Trinity of the United
Presbyterian Church in the
U.S.A He has served in many
leadership positions in the
United Presbyterian Church
and has been the Board of
National Missions Ad
ministrat9r for Pennsylvania
member of the National Staff
of the Board of National
Missions and member of the
Executive Cabinet He was
commissioner to the 1969
General Assembly and served
on the Standing Committee of
Regional Synods and Church
Administration Dr Rusch has
also served on the General
Assembly Special Committee
on Regional Synod
Organization from 1971 to
1973 and as moderator of the
Synod of Pennsylvania and is
moderator of the Washington
Presbytery Dr Rusch
graduated magna cum laude
from Washington and Jef
ferson College AB and
received his Ph.D from the
University of Pittsburgh In
addition to his earned
degrees which include Master
of Education and Doctor of
Ministry he has received
seven honorary degrees
NOTE Past recipients of
Honorary Degrees here at
Beaver include George
Gallup George Bush William
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The rioting continues in
Belfast in the aftermath of
Bobby Sands death
President Reagan calls
career diplomat Phillip Habib
out of retirement to help in
Administrations efforts to













she checks every part
of her bike
Because she checks
her body the some
way she discovered
lump in her breast
few years ago
She discovered it
early And these days
85% of early breast
cancers can be treated
successfully
Judy has since hbd
reconstructive surgery
toQ And she feels like
herself again Alive
vibrant reody to get
on her bike and take
on the world
Judy Lafferty is liv
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67 Kind of prenc aibbr
6$ Fox
70 Wdh Ben Bertha
The Beaver News needs
your help in keeping the paper
at the high standards it has
risen to We need writers to
aid the paper in keeping the
students and faculty informed
about conroversial and not-
so-controversial issues on and
off-campus We need
photographers to present the
students with clear action-
packed photos of sports and
campus activities The paper
needs you so that we can serve
you better
George Risk Former Beaver College Honorary Degree
Recipient Confetti Synd 1981
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By John Holton
As Congress chews gasps and chokes over President
Regans tax-cut proposals it is appropriate to consider
fundamental problem and inequity that is built into our
system the graduated income tax Established in 1913
with the passage of the 16th Amendment the graduated
income tax permits the national govenment to take
higher percentage of taxes from those with higher
incomes In other words it might swipe 25% of the salary
of someone making $1500 but make off with 50% of the
salary of someone earning $50000 This scheme was
created in burst of national covetousness--let the rich
pay the taxes and as most such schemes that are based
on more emotion than logic it has been disaster
When inflation and the graduated income tax meet they
produce double whammy that destroys peoples
standards of living To keep up with inflation people must
ask for higher wages As their salaries increase they
enter higher tax brackets The government takes bigger
chunk of their earnings so to keep ahead people must ask
for more money And with yet another salary increase they
move into yet higher tax bracket and the vicious cycle
repeats itself Only the very rich can stay ahead Many
people of modest means find themselves pushed into very
confiscatory tax brackets and they find it nearly
Impossible to stay ahead Of course the government
doesnt mind this process bit because it takes in more
tax money And although the process fuels inflation they
get to spend the dollars first before the inflation they cause
devalues them
The results of this vicious circle were to have been
expected In our country subterranean untaxed
unregulated economy co-exists with the official
American economy This underground economy contains
some victimless criminals such as prostitutes and drug
dealers who have to keep their dealings secret But it also
contains many honest average Americans who
unofficaially trade with and work for others This under the
counter business is estimated by some to total $700 billion
dollars annually Thats 27/ of the Gross National
Product and studies show that the underground economy
is growing almost three times as fast as the official GNP
The reasons for the booming underground economy are
many but experts think the graduated income tax is an
important factor People find their best efforts penalized in
the official economy They know that if they report their
extra efforts and part time jobs Uncle Sam will not only tax
those extra incomes he will steal bigger chunk from their
regular salary Its not surprising that they decide to enter
the underground economy by not reporting that extra
income
Furthermore the indecipherable maze of deductions
loopholes and rules that surround the graduated income
tax is enough to scare even the bravest of men No-one
not even the experts can be exactly sure of what the tax
laws mean Youre not even safe if you do exactly what the
IRS tells you to do for courts have ruled that the IRS can
changed its mind and fine you for obeying it While this is
boon for attorneys and accountants it Is nightmare for
average citizens Middle class Americans who cannot
afford to fight the IRS are at the agencys mercy The
complexity and the red tape drive many to dump everything
and slip their best efforts into the underground economy
The growth of the underground economy is one
manifestation of dangerous trend As it becomes more
common to lie to the government it becomes accoeptable
People become contemptuous of the law The confusing
tax laws aggravate this problem For people come to view
the law as garbage And they know that some people--
usually the rich who can afford the attorneys and
accountants--get away with paying nothing Perhaps
nothing does more than this to promote cynical disrespect
for the law
Milton Friedman estimates that flat-rate tax of 13h
everyone regardless of income would pay 13h would
produce as much revenue as the government
currently receives Some claim that this would
benefit the rich and hurt the poor They are speaking
nonsense Who benefits from the present system of
loopholes and unintelligible laws It surely Isnt the poor
Furthermore Libertarian presidential candidate Ed Clark
proposed exempting the very poor from taxes altogether
flat-rate tax would simplify the system immeasurably
It would stop penalizing those who try hard and are
successful It would ease the inflationary pressure
caused as citizens creep upwards from one tax bracket to
another It would eliminate loopholes that let the rich
escape taxes and the current system was started to
force the rich to pay their fair share And it would
probably stimulate the economy by encouraging saving
investment and hard work All in all its fine idea for




By Sherry Simone tor next season also have is loose because they do in-
The Lacrosse team finished plans of my own for next sdded hold very tight zone
their season with real flavor season There will be lot Losing the talented seniors
Thats right about 38 flavors more discipline clamping Tracy Constentino Kathy
At the conclusion oftheir final down on attendances at prac- Stewart and Nancy Bianchini
game the team piled on the tices and tougher practices will be hard to replace but
dented Beaver bus and went claims Coach Kavash with the optomistic attitude of
to Friendlys for dinner and Top scorers for the season team members like Bridget
dessert on Coach Kavash were led by Kathy Stewart Foley guiding the team strict
Despite their losing record with l4 goals followed by coaching by Betsy Kavash
these ladies concluded their Bridget Foley with 13 Sheery and the upcoming freshmen
season with dignity and fun Simone with 12 and Lisa Ely the ladies should have
Even after losing their final with Down the other end of sequence of successful
game to the Montco Whales the field that cage wonder seasons
the ladies felt optomistic about goalie Tracy Constentino had The teanwuldlike to add
this season and the seasons to 138 saves from atotal of 227 special thanks to Karen
follow Listening to my team shots The Widener game for Shoals and all our other
can sense that they are on example Tracy received 49 recruits Your help and
the road of caring attitude shots of which got by her dedication was greatly ap
and that they have big plans This is not to say that defense preciated
SixersDefy Odds
By Bruce Silverstem
Two week ago the Flyers one lead They lost that game game of the series and by
began their summer vacation but feared not-they still had Monday morning they were
after learning that you cant three game to two lead and silently thinking We owe you
come back from three game were coming home to the five The odds had fallen
to one deficit Resting on Spectrum where they had won and the Sixers had joined
this principle the Sixers felt at
the two previous games against very elite groups of sports
ease entering the fifth game of Boston However by the time teams who had allowed
their championship playoff Sunday came the Sixers were three game to one lead to slip
round with three game to preparing for the seventh away and lost their series
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